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VII. Application to Devices & Canputer Simulation 

Rigorous network analogs have been obtained for configurations 

of stacked crystal plates excited piezoelectrically. At various places 

in the text, a mm-&r of applications of these configurations has been 

indicated. Realization and optimization of practical devices based 

upon theseideas,hcwever, canbestproceedbyintroducirq astepinter- 

mediate between a circuit and the physical deviaz it represents. This 

step consists in utilizing the netiork to simulate the ideal behavior of 

theueviceusirqCADprcgrams. In this way changes can be made easily 

without having to resort to a breadboard model each time it is desired 

to krxm the effect of SW alteration in structure or composition. 

Since the networks are exact, they will faithfully reflect the behavior 

of the uevices, subject only to themildrestrictions underwhich they 

were derived. 

It is to a brief cemnstration of these ideas that the present chapter 

is c&voted. here we will consider two of the simpest structures whose 

operation is based upon-the ideas we have presented. Our object is to 

indicate hew the structures canbe expected to operate, andwhatavenues 

of future work are likely to be most fruitful in the reduction of our 

general results to practice. 

bevices such as delay lines and pulse and code generators are best 

characterized in the time d&n, while resonators and filters are best 

treatedin the frequency &main. Our networks are valid and apt for 

both descriptions, but here we shall focus our attention upon filters to 

illustrate the ideas of this dissertation. Applications to the other areas . : 
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inoicated, as well as to related topics, such as frequency discriminators, 

is relatively straightforward. 

A. muble-Resonance Filter Crystals. -.------ -.-- --_-- ----- _.-- 

The first structure we will discuss is perhaps the simplest of its 

kind. This is the LElM-driven, traction-free resonator possessing two 

excitable modes having frequencies close to one another. The configuration 

consists of a siwle plate and it is used as a one-port aevioe. A filter 

would be constructea from two of these elements, arranged, for example, 

as a half-lattice (23,25,26). In this arrangementthepassband consists 

of those regions where the reactances of the two axms are opposite in 

sign. BIason & Sykes (150) describe lattice filters amposed of more than 

one crystal ineach arm; in our case each single plate is equivalent to 

two conventional filter crystals because of the use here of two of the 

three thickness modes in the plate. One can make use of this effect to 

reduce the nmber of crystals required, or to increase the filter per- 

foxmance by improving the shape factor or in-band ripple. Alternatively, 

itcanbe used to increase the bandwidthbeyondwhatcouldbe acaxn- 

plished with a resonator having a single resonance of the same strength. 

This last application is prmxising with the use of crystals having high 

piezoelectric coupling factors, such as the refractory oxides now beiw 

investigated (181,186) . 

Although quartz does not possess high piezoelectric ampling, so 

that wide band quaxtz filters are not achievable without additional 

circuit elemnts, its physical properties are well kncxm. For this reason 

we will use it to illustrate the double-resonance filter application; the 

discussion is readily applied to any other suitable substance. In quartz, 

the shear and quasi-shear frequencies approach one another for rotatea 
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Y-cuts m-L 1 e , where 8 is approximately -24: Plates of substantially 

this orientation may be driven in LL7.N in such a way that the lxo nodes 

of interest are of equal strength (214). Ihe quasi-longitudinal mode 

is also driven, but is about 18% higher in frguency and can be neglected 

forourpurposes. 

A plate with electrodes attached for applying the lateral field is 

shum in Fig. 40. The angle v measures the field direction with respect 

to the Z'axis. By changingV, theeffective coupling factorsof the two 

modes may be altered accordiq to the graph of Fig. 41, which shaws the 

two coefficients to be equal when Y = 34Ofor a plate cut to 6 = -23'50: 

Given on the right of Fig. 40 is the bisected form of the equivalent 

network of the plate, which follows fran our general results, almost 

by inspection. The complete, bisected network of Fig. 19 has been here 

reduced by making one of the turns ratios equal to zero. In order to 

take into account the neglected third mode, the value of s may be aug- 

mated by the capacitance value presented to theinputby the third trans- 

mission line at the frquzncies of interest, whic;h axe near the ncxninal 

filter center frequency. This capacitive effect is negligible for the 

present case, but might not be for a substance with a high coupling 

mefficient for the third mode. In designing the filter, it is usually 

easiest to think in terms of the equivalent network parameters, and 

then to interpret these further in terms of the underlying physics. 

For example, the lattice filter mtioned above might be designed 

as follcw3. Since thepassband consists of the regionwhere the react- 

awe.5 or susceptances of the two arms differ in sign, the crystal 

ekmznts can be made so that they each possess qually spaced poles and 

zeros, the first zero of one crystal plate minciding with the first 
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pole of the other. To arrange the equal spaciq of the poles and 

zeros of each plate requires, for a given total fractional bamlwidth, 

that the input reactance or susceptanaa function detetined fmn the 

netiqork of Fig. 40 be solved for the three values k 0) (2) 
, k and (v ') /v@)) 

that simultaneously acamplish this. It is almost rmndatory that this 

be done by computer. The resulting valcles may or may not be achievable 

with the substance chosen; this is cleterminedby reference to curves 

such as those in Fig. 41 and the corresponding set for the velocities. 

Once the velocity ratio is knmn, the angle 6 can be chosen, and when 

this has been picked, a value of y can also be chosen. A limitatim of 

thetechniqueis thatk ('1 and k") cannot be chosen independently. 

After a nonmlized design has been arrived at, the absolute fre- 

quency is fixed by the choice of the plate thickness 2h. Figure 42 

shows a graph of the mnputer-generated reactance function for rotated 

Y-cut quartz, (YXL? ) -23'50: using v = 340. lhereactancehas been 

normalizedto the reactance of Co at the frequency of the lower shear - 

rbie; this freqmcy is used to nomalize the abscissa scale also. In 

this case the pole-zero spacings are nearly equal when the two co~@ing 

factors are equal. The total fractional bandwidth is only about 0.2% 

here, which is a factor of four smaller than can be attained by the use 

of Al'-cuts of quartz alone, but is serves as an illustration of the 

principles involved for more practical designs based upon strongly piezo- 

electric materials. The requi rements wscd by the filter netirk are 

reauily interpreted Uy reference to the crystal equivalent circuit para- 

m~ters,whicfi are then detelmined frammaterial constants ancidimhsions. 
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B. 'J%o-Layer Integral Cztal Filters -e-e. --- --- ----------- 

This section is devoted to a structure that is scmewhat n-ore eon+ 

plicatedthan the double-resonance crystal just considered. Ithas, 

hcwever, possibly much greater potential for practical device realization. 

This structure consists of a two-layer stack of plates in welded contact, 

drivenin!lZlN. We have mentioned this configuration in Section VI B 

in connection with the interface networks shown in Fig. 25 ff, and will 

nukeuse ofscPneofthatuiscussionintheexar@ewe shallgivebelow. 

In contrast to Section A, we IXN have two plates, instead of one, and 

will consider six modes instead of two: the device will be operated as a 

two-port, and will be TKBI- driven. With these increased complexities 

it would be hard to derive much benefit from any but a most extended 

discussion, so we shall introduce a few compensating simplifications to 

enable us to see the outlines, at least, of the workings of this class 

of devices. 

before any simplifications are made, we will discuss the problem 

briefly in general. A sketch of the plate arrangement is given in 

Fig. 43. Where the field orientation provided a degree of freedon in 

the example of the first section, the relative rotation of the plates 

aboutthemn x3 axis similarly provides a means of investigating 

the effects of changes in the mechanical interface transformer turns 

ratios in the present case. The angley is new taken tomeasure the 

relative rotation of the two plates from sane fixed origin. The !PEDl 

driving arrangement consists of three electrodes, one at each of the 

traction-free surfaces, and one at the welded interface. The input and 

output can be taken in a nurrber of ways; we shall consider the central 

electrode as ccbnm3n to both input and output. 
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In this configuration we have a frequency selective device ccmposed 

of two strata wherein the three modes of each layer are permitted to 

interactwith eachothervia themechanical boundary conditions. l4Utua.l 

shieldiny or packaging is not rquired. The device is inherently robust 

because of its integral construction, and also lends itself readily to 

miniaturization. In fact there is 1x1 reason why integral crystal 

filters of this type, with two or Ifore layers, could not be made corn- 

pletely compatible with integrated circuit tectilqy. 

Our illustrative example consists of ccmputer simulated attenuation 

response curves of a two-layer integrated filter device. Having the 

overall impedance matrices for each layer, as given in aapter V, it is 

not ciifficult to obtain the two-port impedance matrix between the electri- 

cal ports of the two-layer stack. The top andbottom faces of the plates 

are traction-free, so that the transmission lines representing the plates 

are shorted here, while the three internal rrechanical ports of each plate 

are connected together, leaving only the electrical ports unconnected. 

Matrix methods pertinent to the interconnection of networks may be found 

in (18 6; 21); we do not consider these details here but pass on to the 

attenuation function, A(&). 

Once theinterconnectednetworks have been characterizedby a two- 

poti IiX&hlCe matrix z;j , the attenuation may be determined provided 

the source and load impedance are kn~m. Our first simplifying assumption 

is that these areofequal value, andare purely real: 

2 
= 'load 

= R. 
source 

Then, using the equations found, e.g., in Zverev (25), the attenuation, 
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&cause our circuit intpeciances are all purely reactive, A(&) is given 

by the sane expression with reactance written for impedance, and the sign 

ofdetzl changed. 

We are nm ready to cheese the materials to be used for the layers. 

Again,becauseof the cmpletenesswithwhichitsmaterial amstants are 

kmwn, andbecauseitpresemes somany cmmectionswith currently used 

devices, we pick quartz. Specifically, both plates are chosen to have 

precisely the SZIE orientation, that of the AT-cut: (YX&)B , 8 = +35'15: 

This has four major consequences. First, the behavior of single plates 

of this cut is universally kmwn, so that our filters can be contrasted 

with krrmn results for quartz filters of standard construction. Second, 

the selection of the same cut makes the eigenvalues of both plates equal, 

so that the critical frequencies of each plate, taken separately, are in 

the same ratios. Third, the lcx.qer shear mde is a pure mde, so that the 

interface netiork is simplified. Finally, only the pure shear mode in 

each plate is TEN- drivable, so the piezoelectric interconnections are 

simplified. 

We rfientioned in Section VI I3 when describing Fig. 34, that it could 

be used to represent the mechanical interface transformer network 

between two rotated Y-cut plates of quartz. The entire discussion given 

there is pertinent to our application mw, since the fA+cut is a mexber 

of this family. Figure 34 describes the mchanical network we consider 

here, with the piezoelectric connections made only at ports (1) and (4) 

of the interface and at the traction-free plate surfaces. Becauseboth 

plates have the same orientation angle 8 , the axresponding transmission 

lines on each side of the figure are identical. WEII the relative rota- 

tion angle y is zem, the device beoones identical with a single plate 
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of quartz, except for the central electrode. The mechanical network 

then &generates into a set of three direct feed-throughs. When v#= O", 

the network of Fig. 34 is 

governing the transformer 

of 9 if the xi axes of 

the reference set. 

appropriate andtherrodalmatrix components 

ratios on the righthandside are then functions 

the crystal on the left hand side is &osen as 

The final si.m@ifications are that the plates are of qua1 thickl7ess, 

WI hn- = do0 MHz, 

and 

R = cL/ud,co) = 50 04--w> 

where W, is the angular frequency at which the reference plate, taken 

alone, has its first admittance zem. The capacitance Co refers to the 

shunt capacitance of a single plate. 

The effect of making the plates to be of equal thickness is to 

force the frequencies of both plates to be the sama, so that only three, 

andnotsixnodes have tobe considered. This restriction is the first 

which should be lifted in a continuation of the work described here; 

two plates whose thickness differ by a few percent can be expected to 

exhibit a narrow-band filter characteristic. 

Using all of the above-mentioned simplifying assmnptions we are 

left with results that are easily described and analyzed. The amputer- 

generated output is plotted in Fig. 44. Frequency normalized to WI is 

useci as the abscissa. Curves are presented for the three mles 9 = O", 

4O and 8: WnenY= O", the stack appars as an asyrtmetrically driven 

singleplateofthickness 4h, and because of the lack of syrmetry, the 

stack possesses resonances at integer values of &I. The only driven 

nude is the lower shear mode which is a pure it&e. Hence this 1m3ck is 
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Completely uncoupled from the others, so that any resonances due to than 

do not appear in the attenuation function. In both cases where'1C, # 0: 

the attenuation has poles at& = 1.000, 1.142 and 2.105, correspondirq 
(i) 3 

to nlodal velocities v , of 3.328, 3.800 and 7.007 xl0 meters/seconu. 

If the plate thicknesses had not been made qua1 this corresponden= 

woulcihavebeen destroyed, andan kqxxtantchcck auldnotkemade. 

An easy way to explain the presence of the @es is to recognize that 

every time a transmission line becomes one half wavelength long, the 

short circuitatthe traction-free boundary appxrs across theother 

end of the line and uncouples the two plates. 

ivotice that althoqh the poles are fixed, the shape of the curves 

may be changed by varying~ , so that one has a simple means of obtain- 

ing tifferent filter responses. Although the puqoses of our illustra- 

tion are to indicate hew devices based on these principles might operate 

and to provide an example that is still quite simple, and readily inter- 

preted, the resulting curves for v = 4' and 8' are already reasonable 

wide band filter respnses in the region just belowfi = 2. Rm?oving 

the restriction to equal plate thicknesses will also permit narrcrw band 

filters to be designed as integral filters. 

The possible filter responses available for even the sjmplest 

two-layer structure are very large. i%en if the plates are restricted 

to a single material, each plate cut is specified by two angles and the 

mutual rotation angle between the plates makes five aisposable para- 

ureters to whidrl must be added the ratio of the plate thicknesses. A 

large area for investigation is present here. Extensions to structures 

composed of nxxe than two plates, and the use of different materials for 
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each of the plates further widens the possibilities of these devices for 

freqtmxy selection and control. 


